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GOLDWATER itSEEN IN FIRST BALLOT
Undo Effort
Miss America
Arrives Here
Next Tuesday

• On Platform Is
Complete Flop
v

1

its any item,
several
awe or
cant to

Hope To Bring Nomination Seciire With The
Jamboree To
Adoption Of "His", Platform
Area In 1967
Øy RAYMOND LAIrilt

Vatted Press International

with if went any lingering Scranton
hopes of victory.

PADUCAH, Ky. 1711 — The Four
delegates were scheduled to
SAN FRANCISCO 1-17, —
Miss Donna Airline Miss Arnett.
Rivers Boy Scout Council hepes to servative
*
Barry M. Goldwater to- reconvene at 230 p. m.. (PDT) 5:30
of
1964.
will
be
met
with
an
officiel
bring
the Boy Scout World Jam- day prevailed
p. rn,, 23Yri to listen to speeches
vot...dri
over forces winch
weloane and other appropriate lege
boree to the Land Between the have
guided the Republican party putting' candidates in notninatton
lir ceremonies when she arrives at
Likes national recreation area in since
l
ia in the
1949 and locked up a first- and then to watch orthe Paducah airport on Tuesdaea
western Kentucky in 1967.
'roof-shaking demonstrati
ballot nominal
which
By WILLIAM J. EATON
for president.
July 21. on her way tti a
today in 811 easy victory for Seri
The world jamboree comes to this
Deletates to the party's 28th rat- will mark Goldwater's nommition.
••••
United Press international
showing in her honot....oe."fits
Barry Goldwater
country only once every 20 years tional
aP
re
s
(
%
Other
Hese
candidat
es
whose names
.convention gave the Arizona
My Crown." Kermit Hunter's out-1
The tep-heavy Goldwater major- •••••••
and 1967 is the next erne It will
SAN FRANCISCO int
were expected to go before the conA roardoor drama of West Kentucky, at .
ity stored a triple triumph over
be held in the United States.
mg platform fight that split the Heeenton
vention
were
Scranton. Sen. Mar.5
the Kenlake Amphitheatre in Kmi-1
propesals to strengthen
Scouting officials predict that
Republican
garet Chase Smith of Maine, Glen.
scsbVentb°i/ endell early the civil rights plank. denounce the
tucky Lease State Park near Mur13,000 to 18.000 scouts and scout
George Ramey of Michigan. One,
ray
John Binh Society as an extreleaders from all over the globe will
Nelson Rcckefeller of New York
mist threat to the OOP and reafAll of Miss America's friends and;
attend the 1967 jamboree.
Miss America
and Sen. Hiram Fong of Hawaii.
SAN
FRANCI
SCO let — Rep.
fans are invited to meet her at the
firm presidential control over nuA formal invitation was delivered
Running Mete Remittal
John W. Byrnes of Wiscoasixi today
clear weapons.
Paducah airport when she arrives
to national boy scout headquarters
released
Convention deiegates also brushat 12:06 Noon to begin her drive!
In New Brunswick, N. J., by Van ion to his -favorite son" delegat- The only real reinserting queetion
the unit. Republican Nation- cif (the convention was Ookhvater's
to
ed sake two other modest revisilorgan. a Tennessee Valley Auth
MurrayMi
al Convention. The 30 delegates vice presidential running
ions in the platfoien urged by Michmate Rep.
Miss Axum will participaee in I, ss Debbie Jane Watson
ority TVA official.
t• east all their first ballet William E Miller of New York. the
specially arranged program At the
igan Cloy George Romney before
TVA, which is developing the
Mos Debbie Jane Watson, daughales tar Sen. Barry M. Goldwater, GOP National Cheirman.
shoutUet approve.' of the 1964 camWItS the
amphitheetre at 7 - 30. preceding the, ter of Mr
and Mrs J. R. Watson Land Beetteen the Lakes recreats
odds on favorite.
paign document shortly Liter mid*KM, which will begin at its re- of 1103
or a platform which reflects
Poped Street. Murray. is ion complex, is also keenly internight. PDT 3 am EDT
guar curtain time of 8 15 errange- another
his eaties on every major issue—
But former President lawine D
of the many talented chit- ested in landing the jamboree
The most stng setback for
melts are being made for as many dren in
A P Brazelton. a director of the from civil rights and
Stars in My Crown.
extremism to Eisenhower—and sane othere—wer•
People as Pesseble to meet Mlle
That was Rue Beate', home an Scranton's near-zero chances of
Debbie will be in the sixth grade Pour Rivers Council, said he be- control or nuclear weapons
talking of a Gokiwater-Scrainton
'Jeers the ,and Between the Lakes
America Persnesilv St the amPl11- I at leerier Elemenuiry the
Miller where we see the huge sun- torpeclotng Choldwatere bid for the
Thus equipped Goldwater will ticket demite the Pennsylv
fall and
anian's
theatre as well as at the Paducah has participa
is
flower We understand that he has preakiential nomination came on •
in
challeng
e President Johnson at the repeated Insistence that he was not
ted in several schooe area
seriously
the running"
WI-469 vote that killed a tougher
Two All-Staters who led Murray airport
In
competit
a beautiful back yard mad we plan civil
ion
polls
for
in November
the gigantic
programs
interested
rights omit urged by the
.
High through a bnleant football
Tickets for the special show are
scouting assembly
to visit tern scion to lake a look
As the senator himself put
Ironically it was Scrantors own
'
Beeson last fall will display their on sale at 8300 each at all of the
Penneylvarda governor.
lie mid the chief competitors are a statement issued during
the tum- Pennsylvania delegation which wee
Summer
talent again August II in
expected to be the canyon country ultous oonventien proceedi
You've heard of the tree that grows
Lexington regular "Stirs In My Crown" box
ngs," the eel his defeat ne the civil rights fight.
Gramme Drowned Oat
when
they
offices
of
in
Colorado
play
for West All-Sthes
Kentucky
'n Brooklyn. wen we have am down
and the lake area of Republican convention is reflectin
But the most dramatic episode in
g
With the tally Mantes* at 653
against the East in the 13th annual the amphitheatre box office. Tick- I .
Chicago
town winch is growing Weide the
the conservative majority of the to
T
well
the tumultuous, six-hour genial irk'
306 against the amendment, the
eta
may
attractio
"When the tune comes, we hope Republican
be reserved in advance by
n
back of a stone.
party"
He
might
was the howithe uproar that drownhave Keystone State cast 62 votes in favor
Tiger representatives in the popu- calling or writing any of these ofto get an audience with the inter- added east long
lastas no such of the proposal and two agonise
ed out New York Gov Nelson A.
The summer reading program at national committee winch
lar games this year are halfback flees Season tickets will not be
I. the bate of Ward-Mena dere
makes swing toward conservatism had But the two
Rockefeller
were enough to give
Don Faughn and center Johnny good for the "Mesa America" per- the Murray-Oellaway County Li- the Me decision and to give them gripped the
is• part of the building amaranth
party
since before the the Goldwater farces 666 voters—
Booing and jeering from the galRose and they are certain to see formance. but season ticket hold- brary has been In peogress for three the works," Brazelton asserted.
a coal Inn of by gone Weft, which
nominati
on
of Wendel VillUde 24 the same magic majority
leries and the convention floor heavy
needed for
duty for Coach Fred Clayton's ers will have the first opportunity weeks This summer program at
Oreece was host to the last quad- years ago.
has•tree growing Met. It is WM*
erupted when Sipthefellm led off West
the presidential nomination.
to obtain tickets for the special the Library is sponsored by Friends rermial world jamboree in 1963 It
forces
the bedlam and Useittisleamiser
'if
there ever was any sill flefibt
'WOW'Br
It was just before this vote that
• direct conBoth the bash/hall and feiltbalg dhow,
the theory,
attracted representatives from 57 lea to the ohoice
of a barred 'endow te the sunbeht.
of thls ennellettep
dentKso
the John Birch So- oontesta are
's press aide. Deward NeiTwo
"Stars
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My
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consponsore
officials
d
by
tit evaporated early today in a disthe Ken—
ciety. Ku Klux Klan and the Com=the' setlatore statemest
tucky High School Coaches A/180C- are urging civic. °hurtle and family ducted the year The Hautboy, ChM
1
--------We gave it a quick doutaletalce the
play of naked Goldwater power. • assertin
newest
party
g that the OOP was wrapThe
grim-faced Maori for the lIth
other cay, because who would exconsecutive year groups to see this special product- is for children up to ten years Of
Mush .tmeneinsents Adele
governor finielhed his speech deMid
in 1$111 elheerrat he prinme.
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The
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Tickets
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divided
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for
into
children
four
peel a tree to be growing there
of Warren County
will be
With machine -like efficiency and ciples,
spite the calls of the crowd but his
"
beams. These are the Pink. Green.
RePh School again is the Oarnes half price.
anyway
almost
impassive
ly.
the
senator's
efforts were wasted
Fastens Defeat
Blue, and Yellow teams Al the beDirector
forces brushed aside a series of
ginning of the week the Pink 'team
The football battle
It was a humilating defeat for
adedui like a Sumac The kind that
in
platform - amendments sought by
In the end. • pietform drawn
which
is leading Members al this club
gala red early in the hale backers of Pennsylvania Gov. WU- Republican leaders of such beg into reflect Cladveater's views on all Paulen and Row will participate
one point for their trains by
dustrial states as Pennsylvania, New
ham W e'cranton
major issues was preserved intact is scheduled for approximately 8 45
reading one book and one point by
Looks as thoiugh Mine WO* hea as • vehicle to launch the Arizona oekick August 8 immediately folThe ke!. test came on a proposal York and New Jersey who eing haw
attending the Story Hour on WedII
been done out an the east tdghway senator's campaign for the White lowing the tasket ball attraction
to strengthen the civil rights plant dominated GOP national politics.
whioh le set for 7 p m at Memorial
It mean-s that such names art
The Murray Reseue Squad was needay afternoon at 300 p m.
where the fell was in the inelang Meese
of the platform It was defeated by
called to Hiclunans Kentucky today Story tellers are In the Library
U 'outset for a while like • city
a roll call vote of 897 to 409 and
All the pleas and oratory generat- Collseum
le'ontinued on rage 61
Players will report to Lexington to aid In the search of the body each week to oonduot the store
dump, but it seenes that a buDdoser ed by Scranton's backers changed
has been at seek and now It locks no angle word or comma In the Sunday August 2 for one week of of the eight year old son of Joe hour Story hours have been well
Henry Holton. Chairman of the
attended
Hal King of Hickman
like a fill and makes that whole pkitfornn presented to the convent- practice prior to the games
Calloway County Blood Program,
The
second
Faughn,
club
The
the
1roundis
boy
who
end of town look racer.
was =sang yesterday
has Indicated he
ion by the 100-member resolutions
announced today, that the Bloodwill attend the University of Tenn- afternoon about 6 00 p m and his tthe-World Club for children eleven
committee
mote* will visa _ Murray on Friyears
essee
age
of
this
and
above
These memfall. Is one of the five clothes were found on the bank- of
Herman Kelly Ellis is moving a
day, August 7 for the second time
Unity
excellent
bers
Call Experted
earn points for their team by
halfbiscks from
mountabi out on the Hazel highway,
whom a tartar dredged from a creek He
the sear The likeocimobile will
Coach Clayton has to choose
and a 00Trilitil0t1 acre apparently reading ha o points for each 100
pretau-ing a trernendoua Me for •
arrive from Nashville and start
Speaking through an aide. GoldAnd. certainly Clayton wilt use seminar* from a barge in the har- Pares. end be attending the film
new home Most of the trees on the
drawing blood at 10 00 a m and
water seed the outcome reflected
pregnim Tuesday night at 7.00 p m,
Faughn exterisively He runs, passes bor
A highly interesting report wairl
hIlLside est south of his home. have
& Times, for the wonderful
continue hrough 4 00 p
the "conservative majority of the '
and mints and also is a good safety
The Rescue Squad left with al: tennis seen have been Manhattan.
given by A. W. Fimmons an the
been removed and dirt from acmes
prwl he has given Mental Health
Mr Horton said the unit wilt be
Republican party" in control of the
men on defense, awarder* to his their equipment to aid in reel- wi- N. Y. amebae Hall of Pame. CoopState Mental Reath luncheon meetthe highway a belnabrouldit In to
and asked Barry cleinitharn, editor
/stationed at the First Methodist
convenuon He was expected to call prep meow eplLreeigai (Tp.)
erstown. N. Y., The Children of
ling the ,b0tey.
ing held in Itadsvile recently. Mrs.
make a wow
cif Louisville Courier-Journal, to
Chereh a fifth and Maple Streets.
upon thw cheildent minority to close: Housed.
Rnetamd. Paris She City arid People.
Wholdirop Rockefeller was one of
please take note and give the mine
Mans' donors have made advance
ranks for the fall campaign to InROW, WO_ should see considerabie
Scondlnavls. Itokr. °recce, and the
Use speakers at the meeting. She
It Is a beautiful site for•1111111111.
enneraire
pledges to donate blood during this
crease the OOP chances of defeat-i seem
He
Holy land. Tem will corninue with
was soliciting state membership into
at t he center
visit He stated that the County
ing Preeident Johnsen in Noveln"
I
Around-dm-worl
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a
each
real
d
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team
National Mental Health AsThe growth of new hoindltil Wheleader for the
The regular monthly meeting of
mult have 167 pinta of blood to
bete
Tigers last year and never made •
week Next week the films will be
sociation
nce is teething Alton of amazing
the Mental Health Aseociatton was
maintatn 'the county-wide coverage
The unity plea may not be heed'
Niek,
India.
poor
color,
in
and
pew
from center. Holland says
Nice homers are Locked away into
The National A/violation provides held IlleSCIRV at 4:30 in the Bank
we now entoy. Under this system,
eel by all Repubncans A VOA) Of
Mies Cole. Preeedent of Friends
ROOP Is an expellent blocker and
shady kes, or at well back from
all residents of the county may chapters with literature and infor- of Murray Reports were given and
The folios-Mg came were recorded ,
Negro delegates and alternates 111- can play
of the Library invites all children
in the line or bock it oil
/gracious knout
draw needed blood without charge, mation, helm provide field wat- the board expressed their sincere
In the court of Judge Robert O
ready had condemned the platform chetanse
of Murray and Calloway County to
Miller over the past several days
except
an
white" and said they could
4or the hospital administra- ers, wits up tonal campaigns for thanks to the Calloway COuney Msparticipate in the program Rules
fund drives, will carries out many cal Court and the United Fund for
tion carts
not vupport Goldwater as the GOP
Irene ROM. public drunk, the
for participation in the reading
other useful functions Kentucky is their generous coritribution to this
Sheriff Fined $10 00 and $22 50
nominee
The
pointed
out
that
program are available at Merrayworthy cause Mr Sinenone anthe need for blood continues a- brie of the two eta tea not m
costs
Outcome of the first floor fight
Callowey County Library.
at a GOP convention ewe 1952
Domed Earl Harrison. Lynnville
round the clack in good weather of the National Aeociation. but ft nounced that the services of Dr
was never doubt
and bad He urged all donors to is a provisionel member and can be Harold C Conran. superintendent
route one. speeding. State Police
of Western State Hoopes' anti also
There will be a meeting of an
make a more determined effort to as long as desired
Platform Chairman Melvin R.
A fine of 1110 00 and cogs of $1551)
There are eleven chapters in the resident psychiatrist, has been sePADUCAH, Ky 1711 — This city's
B 0 W members of Camp 502 who Laird set the tone by echoing the
vise the Bloodmobile and donate
Bobby Joe Kelso. Mathews. route
expect to go to St Louia, Missouri Party unity theme advanced earlier ' phantom painter." or someone one. Missouri reckless driving.
blood during this vent Donors need- Sleep Mental Health Associetion. cured for two days each month
Stars
on July 22
ing transportation are asked to call A chapter ean withdraw its mem- Freviousity he has been corning one
. by fanner President Dwight D trying to follow in his footateps. Police Fined $1000 and costs suFRANCISCO tiff
SAN
Here IS
WWI back at work on Tuesday. ilk spended:
The meeting will be at the large
the Calloway Chapter. Thom Mat- bership at anytime after bechnsine day only
neertheeleer•
a oepriule condenaatton of the
pavilion of the Murray city put
te' to pledge tatocgi should call the uwaiherr at the National Chiseix,1- it was
"Let's not get In a adoldal fight," face* public property
BUM Ostiht Mull*. Una Mete scliedele al today's semans of
wrinotniced-that Mee Jaen
on podgy ,yuie 17 at I .30
are In the process to have
robots reported inmeene spray
one, reckless driving the
Red Crow Mice et 753-1421. _
p m ear'Ladd talit-WMift—W ratification
Quertermous. member of the loRepublican National Convention.
•
Rockefel
ler
the purpose of registration ene ee_ of the 8.500eiterd dgennent as the obscene words on the back of the
come
tio Murray
fine of 1120 00 and costs ofSherif.A $15.50.
cal medical auxiliary, has been made
2 30 pm PDT 5 30 p.m. EDT
at a later date.
-Mut School. then left without
tenting ettenthillee eliehtleates.
first step toward
Robert Dale Woodall. reckless conventi
ory In the
State Mental Health Chairman of
on called to order by Chaise
Asher
Tellue
taking
executive secretary
along two gallons of paint drivIng. the Sheriff. Fined
November
$30.00 men Thurston B Morton
Of Wereucky Mental Health As- the Kentucky Medical Auditory.
and • sprayer
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James °convey. public drunk, the
inations for president of the United
the many things people can do es on wecitiesday with Hospital Admenerials to the ate Vice Presi- Sheriff Fined $10 00
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dent Aileen Barklee, who lived hete $2250
Nornitueon.s and seconding mined today,
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most of his life On two OCCLIOOFIS
Lax Camp. hunting without a
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A
hospital annex
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the old hospital
morials.
——rf
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buildinin The Mental Health Centon nominee for president of the
Pirates eternal Stalls. Ken Miller.
Eddie Johnston. Dexter. reckless
will move their headquarters; to
United States
1
Burton Young, Jerry Caldwell, Ten
driving amended to speeding, the
Kentucky Lake 7 am, 3675, up
the hospital annex as loon as the
Appointment of committee to not era, Dave Fitts. Bob Emerson
Lar,
A series; of evangelise-lc services
Sheriff Fined $1000 and costs of
02. below dam 3006, up 06
facilities are renovated.
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Barkley Dam headwater 330 7, I
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We reserve the right to reject any Ady•rturae. Letters to
er rsublic Voice items wtucti, In our opinion, are not for the beat Mental al- our readers.
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The Altisanac
-

By United legemlialemetianal

-Under
Vaults Now
Beino1 Used . •

Today a 'Wednesday, htly 15. the
197th day of 1964 with 169 to fol•pei
20e,
week
RATES. By Carner in Murray. per
low
m▪ outh fiee. ,ln Calloway and adjoining counues, per year, $4.50; elseThe moon is approachow its first
whore, $8.00.
quarter
The morning stars are Saturn,
'Irbe Olusituding Civic Asset of a Community is the
Jupiter. Mars and Venus.
Inlay:11r of Us Newspaper'
On this day in history:
Viashinkton
WEDNESDAY -- JULY-16, 1964
1876. George
In
Bradley of the St Louis basetall
game
•,
-4learn miciwd the first no hit
in the history of the major leagues.
In 1912. the United States mu
the Olympic games in Stockholm,
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
Sweden
Former President Dwight D. EisenSJAH FRANCISCO
In 1945. Italy declared war on her
hower 113 his address at me Republican National Convention: former axis paruier. J
1948. the Denicciatic ciational
. For me the shadows lengthen, but my loyalty to
"
Philadalmeeting
• rtc.rni&sibri of ni3 party, to lis great record and to its
the hislo
phis. nominated Premdent Haire
. promise to the future, Ls as strong and bright as ever."
1LS presidential canI TI-41114U1

1
.7•141

United Pre International
A new dimension has been added
to one of the rearing number of
underground vaults throughout the
country being used by business and
government agencies to store records against the threat of nuclear
war, radiation, fire or Bona.
Deep in a wort-out limestone
mine in western Peruisylvania is
proceolkig labeleczey for pann.
microfilm - the first commercial
installation of its kind.
The new- subterranean facility.
Mined recently by the Recordak
'SAN FRANCISCO - A statement by ,angry Negro deleOorporation. a subsidiary of Eaagates protesting the failure of the RepuJalican National Con- '1
A thoug-ht for the day. American man Kodak Company. which says
vention to adopt a stronger civil rigrits plank:
enson 0110e it enabies compathes and agencies
tu
SIM tesman
"We Shall work to Oust those who alre"attempting to make and
The time to stop a revolu- using the vaults to forward dicer
the party of Lincoln a machine for dispensing discord and tion is a: the beginning, not the exposed 16nun microfilm records
The Calloway County Chapter of
for processing immediately on com•
• raiial conflict."
PTA was represented by their ofpletion of each day's dalcrofilming,
•
4
•
ricers and their advisor at Keneliminating delays- of as much as
16
Thursday-July.
-Creditf-MeallY,
aPL-CTO
-WASHINGTON
tucky PPA Leadership Training •
transfer
their
in
hours_
will
24
WMU
Regional
Southwestern
rfterrttelItialy with ,Preait Johnson on the civil Tights
Oenter at Hardinsburg. Kentucky,
The laboratory is located 220
• hotel a conference at the Jonathan
•
posse:day of using dust part- July 6 through 10
ziaptist Camp starting at 9 feet below grotuxl at Boyers, Pa.,
The
ie laws of tfig' country must be • creth
..
The boys that attended were pros..
aci."In the final analysis. 4
a m The conference will close at within the 80-acre section of the icles from the surface of the moon
. . there is a big educational Job to do and,we're ' 2 30 pin. on Friday. July 17.
enforced
mine operated as a major storage or planets to replenish a future ident. Billy Miller: vice pregame.
secretary.
center by the National Storage spactcraft's power supply will be Dcnald
.
gine to do our part."
'
CompLny. It is located within its studied tins year by a group of my Hays. treasure. Jimmy JackThursday. July 16
.
'
en: reporter. Johnny Kelso. sentphysicists.
The Willing Workers Sunday own vault risen.. protected by lay- P.oadena, ,Calif
, . SAN FRANCISCO ''-- Presidential hopeful Gov. William
of poilel limestone rock, and la
conbact awarded in - 1, Jimmy Edwards, Cannon Rogthe Grove Baptist
of
new
a
Class
Under
his
School
headoutside
rally
torchrIght
a
addressing
Wt peranton.
Church will meet at 7 30 at put close bf Manorial Storage facilities. by the Bureau of Naval Weapons. era. advisor, accontsitued the boys.
.
cripirteris -hotel.
Billy Uglier was chairman of the
for recreating 'records in paper the Pasadena Research Division of
park
city
• -ArneVican.s stand with us. They. want a true Republicanform from the microfilm in case Marcinont Corperaucn sill coriduct camp council Junmy Hays served
the panel discussion and Jimmy
and a true conservatism-but one that goes forwards-.
of eineafenry.
Tuesday. July 21
an anaiverts of possible power-gen- on
The storage center. virtually ari enruen and propulsion through the Jackson represented the chapter in
Brooks Cross Circle of the
,
.
will meet underground city inhabited by MOM use of charged particles. or colloids, the FIPA qua
1/1rSt Mettaxtist Church
-' --'•II
Billy Miller placed second in the
,
s
.... .
July 21, for a pot luck supper at than 100 men and women, is heavily it was announ'otol today.
traitor driving cont.**. Billy will
Mrs guarded and barred to unratithortzSit euy park at 6.30 pm
The amount of the contract was
return to the camp AUllalSt 7 to
• James Wood and Mrs. Ethan Over- eel personnel A diesel generator can not dis....osed.
in the state (-oiliest,
, run the nights. heaters &nil
myer are the hostesses.
Milton Farber. director of the compete
'
LEDGLR &'TUNES FILE, '
While at the comp the .dficers a • i
modifiers on an emergency beefs west coase"lab. raid that the con•
, for 30 days if outside power is cut tract called for a preliminary pro- t.toderf classes .0 Improve their reLightning struck a tree at 1300 Main Street this mornings
off A amply of uncontaminated gram kudos; toward eventual de- sponsibility as ari officer The earMARKET
HOG
siding
breaking
house,
'bounced"against the side of 'the
-eater can be tapped from an tui- s, pment of . a system. This sy, inus chapters had organization
in
ald a two by four. The higih voltage ran into a receptacle
meetinies Members had two mecled
derground source
••, in. he said. could serve as the
irallpaer along the wire leading I "
interest classes which they could
trit house and honied
to
refxratiortes
wide
a
for
autelarlital
generator
power
Aber
(
phut
'18rders'. Salle Market News Service.
Recreatomal groure were
tohe receptacle.
Provide isr6tastry. finance and gov- range of spacecraft and ...trona.* attend
Hos- July 15 Kentucky Purchase-Area '
and various sports were
furrned
records
dguartirs
for
fional
t
ith
operu
a
acihtieshee.
nt
errunee
storsic
• Ernest I3ailens still listed aS,Otttiefil at the Murray
be
9
might
Including
devices. The new sylvan
played
night last night. He wog Market Region.
pdal and .1.• reported to have had a
more efficient and lighter than preaestivate EstiMated Receipts
Buytne
The cabins were inspected each
since the'nfght of July .5iThen he es Head Barrtnrs And Oats Steady. and ball.neee-samval Programs in one Neer systems. he added.
1145 been on the critical listemergencies are iotatect at Hudson. The &Welsch to the problem. morning by the camp council The
was shot ir. the lower absloinen by intruders in Itis home. •
s 1. 2 and 3 180-240 an $16 50NY. wichtta Kan-. ?alien Calif., Farber said, will be based oil a track meet was heed Thursday aft; Mr and hire-. George Buist Scott. Jr., 714 Main Street, are 14 75: Pew U_ s 1 loo-=o lbs $17.00;
erre-an and the swim !Me that
Caddo Tex.
mid
•
pound;
-Charged colloid' theory similar to
eight
$1.5
lbs
'weighing
245-710
3
u S 2 and
Jarnes Bruce.
psi-reran-at a son.
"5
Oil
Mtthe
al
is
applying
presently
facility
is
Texas
lab
The
onelos
lbs
the
180-1/5
3
1.
and
Friday, July
' 18 25, U S. 1. 2
All offireri reterwed certificates
. eigbt our.res. leirn alrebt-idner..y-Iiiimplial
quarry and tire to a spacecraft engine devekmment
lunestione
a
of
tom
Bowe
and
3
7
S
Sgt. and Mr. J0e. PE. Coboeln and son, Joe Max, of Oolutn- $15 25-1625: U
:
st.1 *etc s'Ati-, lbad (AN' are of 8-itch Par N. A S. A, It involves the use for attending all heir classes
en 2a-12 so.
raterrnr.-11M
dre tile .T.ufligX -ot
bit.
reuaoreec cularete.
of muck*, energy to crt ate Ulnae
250-400 lin $12 50-13.7r. _
..c.d
Anil Mrs Sti R11-1.-F- troll
.
rtir labitt•crri
- In the Caddo facility. the only through a beam of tiny charged
_
enuence to the vaults of R J Kai- r..trzleas
Jay & Co. Inc. is a steel door. proAllt.wlens bib.employing
14
totted by an alarm system 11.-ode about 30 szientats. inch.dir... • florrooms'are "divickel r ath nasty :tee: et' Ph. D phyalitits and chemists.
Mean . A humidity etintre
CY:Ida( 3 btaiterCAIS advanced studma..gains the Kuper atmosphere. ies for govern:re n! awn:nes while
No Mosley or Jr*elry - oni) re mho handling seip.....d re-ear, h wt."
are kept there Protectaon Is siutcmiathe parts and textile asrearm hres, floods, nuclear wee- dainery fcr Mareinones caner
fare and disasters is more importYet a
ant than against t
burglar would have to
&ale a 12-foot steel-link fence
twu strands of barbed
topped
sire sneak past two watchdogs,
break into the office buildiog, get
by at least one guard, to down a
steep stairway, crack the steel combilaatiCai doorway which has a burglar alarm cane through the concrete walls arid get out through she
only door
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Calloway High
Marenu
Is Represented
7 At Training Meet
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iTen . Years Ago Today
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ta

fair

Federal Livestock
Market
. Tuesday, July 14,
Murray. Ky.
1964 Murray Livestock Auction_
RECEIPTS: Hogs 35: Cattle and
Calves 694.
All livestock weighed on arrival,
hugs bought (xi arrival
Receipts mostly mixed
HOGS
grade butchers US_ 1. 2 and 3 barrows and gilts 210 lb $16.75, 155
lb $1550: SO% b 265-370 lb $12501325

ACCUSES HUSBAND-seeking
• restraining order against
her estranged husband, Dr.
Robert D: Abeloff. a Los
Angeles dentist, actress Anne
CATTLE - Receipts mostly feedFrancis holds a brick she
ers and COWS
elaima b• threw through a
window of her Brentwood
SLAUGHTER: Standard and'Good 11‘
home Separated since Feb.
200-1000 lb. steers $17 50-19 90; Good
28, 1963, Mien Treacle has a
800 lb. hegers 519.2,5. Utility and
divorce walk-geedIng.
• 500Standard $13 50-17 75
400 lb calves $2I00. Cutter and _
Utility cows $980-1180, Canners
la 00.10 Ot) Cutter and Utility bulls
FOR CORRECT
51475-1610
FEEDEIIS Medium and Good 600800 lb Seers 51500-18-00: Medium I
and Good 400-600 lb $14 50-19 70:
Ossel 400-600 lb heifers $17.50. Me-,
chum and Good stock COWS Virt 11
C11113•333 413000-175 00 per cow

•

DAY OR NIGHT

•

DM 751E63

Good iind l
Steady
VEALERS
fleece 119 00-24 00 Standard $15-.
00-4800

PEOPLES BANI

BABY CALVES About 30 head
$1000-21 00 per hen&

Murray, Kentucky

of

•••••••••4•-••• -..-••-•••••••••••••vnipi•--

Murray Lumber Co., Inc. •

sr..

It

TIME ead
TEMPRATIMIP

MOIST AND LARGEST LIMBER CO. f

MI
1111SCIU2
MIMI!

104 East

maple

MURRAY

'el 759-3161

St

EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL

1

Can You Guess The Amount of Money on the
Peoples Bank Money Tree??

- as

Bert Combs Forestry Building Opened

rdPi.ES
ir ins
tecr:i6

• •-

S.

•

T-1-4

1 - -

t restry District at Pineville hair*
ro
NEW OFFICES of the Southeastern KentuckrteF
Combs by Governor Edward Tr
been dedicated in honor of former Governor
has ever happened to me." The
Itteathitt. Combs said it was "the finest thing that
Department of Public Information tourist inState
a
houses
also
structure
$260.000
,
native
. formation center and a State Park Department area office. Twelve different
building.
the
constructing
in
used
were
wo. Is

•

BANN 1:7r:culture

sdierlitati in

•

-.

•

Shop Factor Outlet Store's

July Clearance Sale

a

t

All Mens and Boys SUITS, SPORT COATS, SLACKS
Mem and Boys SWIM WEAR
Mena and Boys, Van Husen
SPORT SHIRTS and SPORTSWEAR
MANY ITEMS REDUCED As Much As
Nt-w Fall Suits, Sport Coats, an?. Slacks
Include-Ai „In This Special Sale! ,

50%

--

3 OTHER BIG STMES
LocatPd In ‘1A1 FIELD. PADUCAH end Pit TON

•

Factory Outlet Store
& The Ivy Shop
510 ":aan

at the urray-Calloway County Fair - see (Air
ake a guess. Closest guess wins (split in
Money Tree an
case of a tie

Carrie i'1514 US

•

IT.

eet

•

photo of Melvin Lane
NEPHEW ACCUSED IN MURDER -TVs
Powers, Charged with murder In the sito.-ing of Jacques
Mossier, Miami bank millionaire, and his aunt. Mrs. Candace
Houstnn,
Mossier. the victim's widow. was confiscated by
ve hate.. to
Police Mid they also found
, entire
on • Sun
PLAveri signed "C btosider."7he phdto was taken
Yak* OS slope In 1963.

LES BANK
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Mickey Mantle Swallows.
As He Scores Winning Run

By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
Unemotional Mickey Miura*,swallowed his bubble gum. %Isiah ghee
yosu a naught idea how sticky the
' • ., situation has become for the Amer. lean League lead.
The race is so tight that the
f
New Yorit Yankees can change it
altogether by barging into first
place today.

&

TIMES

—

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Olt

Shooters To
atlieti For
111 lily 17

Rookie May Not Be Able To
Vote But Yearns For Series

•

•New Your Mets 4-2.
By MILTON RICHMAN
double in the ninth.
Pizarro Wins 13th
Jim Maloney went the disk/ants
UPI SWIG.. Writer
80,4111701w Juan Pizarro won his
Rookie Billy lhdled, as calm hod In the nighbcap.
12th train, for the White Sox alhurling a sixcollected
as
the
name
implies,
won't
and striking out 10 for his
though he needed help in the ntrith ' MAYFIELD, Ky. - gdine 100 or
hr
able
to
vote
for
the
pre6ident
in victory as the Reds pounded loser
from Hoyt Wilhelm. A pair ot Red mose outstanding skeet shootefs are
November but would overlook that Ken Johnson 7:3 and
Sox errors enabled the White Sox expected to participate in the its•
siNational Lessem
three COS
disappointment
if- he could only relievers -far 16 hits, including no.'
to score „the decisive two runs off nual Jackson Purchase Open end
W. L. Pct, GS
pitch
in
the World Series in Oc- men by Frank Flobinsgm
San -Francisco
loser Earl Wason 9-4 in the third. West Kentucky Skeet chamon52 34 .606 eggi
pi
tober.
Queen,
Philadelphia
zarro allowed five hits in eight ships,here July 17-19.
49 33 .596 1
He might just make It, too- along
Milwaukee defesitel Son Proomh.
The shoot Will be held ift the Cincinnati46 30- .541 5,4
innings. including Dick Stuart's 18th
with all the rest ot the surging co 8-7 but the
Jackson Purchase Gun Club be- Pittsburgh
They moved within a half game homer.
Giants still retell**
43 30 .524
Cincinnati Reds.
their one Mae 111athen PlttdiS
of the lead with a 4-3 victory over
Claude Osteen of the Seriatocs tween Maytietki and MurtXy, pist St. Louis
44 41 .518 7,
4
While the front-running Giants handed Philadelphia its
& the first place Baltimore Orioles beat the Twine for the fifth straight off Ky 121.
Milwaukee .
fifth lad'
43 42 .501 8
and Phillies both were taking it in six games 4-3. St.
Los Angeles
Dr, Keith Hansnoris.,
Louis came
Tuesday night and another win over time in his career without a loss
41 43 488 10\
on
the
chin
Tuesday
night,
the
from behind to overtake Los Anthe Orioles today would put the although Harmon Killebrew helped who broke 100 straight targets to Chicago
•
40 43 .492 10'4
third place Reds closed to within geles 8-7. and the Chicago
Cute a8,
Yanks on top for the first time smoe Ifinnenta to an early 3-0 lead with win both the open
39 48 448 13'4
West Kon- Houston
5'2
games
of
the
top
by
sweeping
rallied late to beat the New York
his 32nd homer Den Lock ls.thr-ee- Welty tithe in 1963,
June n.
26 61 .299 28'2
a* bock 'to New Test
a
twi-nieht
•tsvin
bill
from
the Hou- 'Meta 4-2.
-Timothy's Results
Mantle suffered his 'arciderit'• run homer tied the score in the defend his crowns,
ston ''olts 6-5 in 11 innings and
In the American League. the New
Other pate ch
while scoring the a/inning run in fourth and a wild throw by loser
include Chicago 4 New York 2
10-3.
York Yankees moved within a had
the eighth inning Tuesday night. Jim Kest helped the Senators score Charlie Wilson, Louisville, 1902: Joe CM, 6 Houston 5, 13t. 11 Inns twiYoung McCool, a still growing ' game of first place with a 4-3 vicScheinch, Louisvilfr. 1961; Sam Kel- Cin, 10 Houston. 3. 'rid night
. With the score tied 3-3 he skirled the winning run in the fifth
six-fpoit-two southpaw from Law- tory' over the Baltimore
1 to right field with one out, moved , Leon Wagner. Tito
Orioles,
Francona and ley. Murray,(1960; and Jimmy Web- Pitts. 4 Phila. 3, night
renceburg. Ind., had more reason the Chicago White Sox downed
the
up on Roger Marts' infield out and 1Woodie Held each home-red for the ber, Mayfield. 1059, All broke 100 Milwaukee 8 San. Fran. 7, night
to celebrate then any one.
Boston Red Sox 1-2. Cleveland outs'
St Louis 8 Los Ang 7. night
came home on Tom Tresha single lIndians. who still needed run-scor. He spent ?us 20th birthday by re- lasted Kansas City 9-7,
WashingShooting septa on Friday. July
Thursday's Gaines
ing singles by Held and Dick Howoff loser Stu Miller.
Festering
second major league ton beat,Minnes.ota 4-3. and Dean*
A moment before Mantle actually er in the ninth to put down the 17. with the /nth small gauge and Houston at Cincinnati night
victcry
for
the
Reds
Tuesday
night
defeated
Los Angeles 4-3.
stewed on the plate. he was struck Athletics. Kaneas City tied the score 28-gauge ei;erits. The 20-gauge than Francisco at Milwaukee
a-hen he set down the Colts in orHearers Pace Rally
on the left side of his heed by right at 7-7 Isdetith with a four- events will/ be shot on Saturday, Phila. at 'Pittsburgh night
der
over
the
final
two
innings
of
I run burst cal homeni by Dick Green, July 18. vAtti the 12-gauge events New York at Chicago
Homers by Eddie Mathews and
fielder Gino Cimoli's throw.
the opener.
irpokie Rico Carty featured five-run
Rock Coissito, with one on, and coral* cn Sunday, July 19. Sun- las Ang at Si, Louis night
Alarms Teammates
Enjoys Birthday Cake
sixth inning rally by the Braves
Ken Harrelaon. who also had sock- clay's prOgram includes a 100-tar•.•
The scoreless stint lowered his that handed San Francbco's Juan
He pirompth put his hand to his ed a three-run homer earlier in the get 12-eauge event for ladies
American League
earned run average to an eye- Mancha' his fifth defeat
O mouth, alarming his teammates who contest. Don MItibillation 4-1 was the
A hish fry will te held Prickly
against !
W. L. Pet, GB raising 161 and enabled him to en- 12 victories. Carty
thought his teeth might have been winner and John Wyatt 5-6 die evenling for visaing shooters and
and Joe Torre
Ba hi more
.
52
32
joy
a
birthday
.619
cake
especially
predi,knocked loose.
each drove in three, runs to help
their famitlea. and the host club
knee
New York
50 31 017 '2
pared for the occasion
he quickly pacified them,
Bob Sadowski gain his fourth win.
wl entertain Saturday night with
Cluctiao
....
50
33
The
Don
602
Reds
Derneter
paced
won
1,4
the
the
opener
Tigers
on
Hal
"I only swallowed my glen."
Bob vewle posted his 10th victory.
a ,barbecue supper.
Slinne:,ita
7
.
.
46
40
Woodeshicks
to
victory
535
their
over
wild
the
pitch
Angels
with the for the Pirates although he needed
It matted only the lath game the
Pour fields will be available for
Detroit
44
41
bases
full
he
when
drove
in
518
the
8,
in
11.tio
the first rim of Shooting, and the largest number
after John Al McBean's help in the ninth
4
Orioles lost this season try one tun,
41 46 471 12'.4 Satemln sant the game into extra when the PhiLlies had the
having wan 21 other much contain; the game with his llth homer and of shooters in history is expected Bosnia
potential
1_01
Angeles
41
innings
47 466 13
die winning nin with an eighth: Haridsorne trophies will be itivarcied
with a two-run two-ota tying and winning riga tin base. Gel
r
and they died hard.
•
•
Cleveland
_
36 '46 439 15
McLish started for the Philis but
Brio Johnson set enAmodohm 'inning single. Eld Rainer. first Of in each cans
%Vestal,igton
34 56 378 21
was kayoed in the first inning when
League record with ha sixth Minded three Detroit pkohera was creditKa.nsas
City
32 54 372 21
the Pirates moored their first two'
•pinch hit in the seventh, tying the ed with tds fourth victory in 10
Tuesday's Results
runs.
score at 3-3 and lefty Al Downing decisions wit)* Bo Beilnaisy suffered
Chicago 4 Boston 2
had to strike out Norm Sabena his fifth defeat spina seyis eh.
Bob Skinner's pinch two-nan dinNew York 4 Baltimore 3 night
•with the bases full in the ninth 'tortes.
gle capped a four-run ninth basing
Washington 4 Minn 3 night
to nail down his sixth victory in
rally that carried the Caitlin:Oa to
Cleveland 9 Kan City 7 night
Ely United Press International
rah t der ierions
BRAVES SIGN SIKEDES
victory after the Dodeers, Wolk
Detroit 4 Los Angeles 3 night
Saturday
The third place Chicago White
MILWAUKEE riall -7 The Mil7-2 lead into the eighth. Sandy
Thursday'. Games
NEW YORK 1st - Cain Hay
games of
Box climbed within 1
waukee Braves have arnounced the Stable's Iron Peg defeated four- I. Oievelanda at Kansas City
Koufax started fur the Dodgers but
2 victory over
find- place
signing of Vincent 511medes, 20. of tone home-of-the-year Kelso
the Loser was Ron Perranoski. whose
by a I Washington at Minnesota
the Borton itixiEor. Washington
Kingston. N V. to it 1904 contract bead and won the $110.000 Subur- Bait, at New York twilight
record now IR 4-5 Reliever Ron Taydefeated Minnesota 4-3, Cleveland
MAYFIELD. Ky - The third an- bcr 3-2 was the
with their Greensville, S C. Farm ban Handicap at Aqueduct.
Mow at Boston
winner. Mike Stanoutlasted Kansas Oily 9-7. arid the
nual Duffese Tournament will be non and Bill
Team
(Only'game'scheduled)
White homered for
-Detroit Tigers licked die Los Anheld at the Mayfield Golf said the Cards.
NEW YORK iree - Dryol BurlReif, Argels 5-3
Ottintri Club on Sunday. July 19
Dick Eihworth stropped the Meta
eson
1500
meters.
Henry
Carr
200
Former
heavyweight
National
Over in the
champion Floyd
OVERTRICK FAVORED
League. MRThe tournes will have four flights cm five hits to
•
win Ma 11th game
meters.
°linen
Cassell
400
meters,
Pat
tersoon
easily
waulore downed San Franciino 8-7
outpointed Eddie -Chernpiorship First Second and
YO1E3314. N Y. get -- Overfor the Cuba, who prevaiied even
hut the Manta retained their one- trick Is the/8--5 favorite to win the Itirry Siebert 800 meters. Haynes Machen in their 12-round bout
Third Three trophies will be athough consnitting five errors in
game lead when Pittsburgh edged $28.000 Din Patch pace at Yonkers Jones 110 meters high hurdles, John
warded for each flight
the third inning. The Cubs kayoed
WH/TENV*1. Pa Trt - Jack
second-pace Philadelphia 8-7 St. Roosimoy Thursday night The four- Pennell pole vauk. Jeff •Plihtiacit
Entry fee for the 18 hole tourna- loser Al Jackson
5-11 when they
loofa abo beat Los Angeles 8-7. year-old son of Enlicitor who hes 3,400 meter steeplechne. Al °wadi Nicklaus shot a final round five- Mee will be $750 The will mrallied for three runs In the BM
Cincinnati took a doubleheader from won Oven of hLs nine starts this &moue and Ira Davis triple Jump under-par 67 to win the $125 COO elts* one practice round on Wedenth on • paw at doubles, May
Houston 6-6 in 11 innings and 10-3, f
e
ee
rir‘
,wiil be driven by John Pat- earned berths on the U. 8 Otimoine Whitewash Open tyy one atz.:ke over. filinelav Thursday or Friday and
Cowana triple and a single. Emig
trick and field team with victories Gary Player,
and the Miaow Cubs defeated the
.
free lunch the day of the tourney. Banks hit his 11th homer
in the
In the Olympic. trials,
Thz tournament attracted 1.20 last second inning.
DETROTT TP1,
Defending Jeer aexi etrries will be limited to
WIMBLE25N. Plug 4.ff -- 341100h chidnoion Ron Musson won the
56th •the Orst 144 thia year.
Buell° of Brazil won tier thr
ti siri running of the Gold Cup powerboat •
•
W1mbledon women's angles
race on the Detroit River_ with his
shim she beat Margaret Smith of' Mass Bardhal
Australia. 6-4, 7-9. 6-3
-—
RHEIMS. France
- Graham
HEN1 EY-ON -THAMES. Plug tst Hill of Britain and Jo Bonnier of
-Bei-moue Cromwell of New York Sweden rode a Pisan tp victory
in
won -the angles wide title and two the 12-hour Rhetin
international
Arriericen crews Eliot
House of sports oar race
•
Harvard arid Washington and Lae
Mai School of Virginia -mowed
METS OPTION SA14118/81-victories in the Fieniey Royal Re•
gatta.
&

a

4

ID-Seeking
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,c tress Anne
brick abs
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since Feb.
linen baa a
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ME aid
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enttleky
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Tournament Is
Scheduled For
This Sunday

Weekend Sports
Summary
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MURRAY

DEAL9161

111.11111
,

."--Worimmos John Heaney waves
'101 NOW 011/1 MOO
his broom ithd maim 1110i im orator from the stilt unfinished
speaker's platfoini at the Cow Palace in San Francisco,
scene of the GOP National Convention.

BOONESSOLVEt

•••

Wash Day VVoniek
•

•

I 3 Washer Sizes
Ait.Conditioned Building L:
3. Free Spray Starch
4. Coin Operated Press
5. Park Under Awning
6. Soft Hot Water
7. Full Time Attendants to Help
8. 3 Convenient Stores

4.

•

1204 STORY (Turn Right at Jerry's Drive-I
n
SIXTH & POPLAR
13th & MAIN STREETS

BILBREY'S

•

* COME VISIT US AT THE FAIR!! *

DAY'TONA BEACH. Fla. WI Indianapolis champion A J Fon
'shove his Dodge to a car's length
victory in the firecracker 400 stock
car race.
----Sunday
STOCKHOLM. Sweden tit

,

NNW 'YORK
- New York
Meta have optioned infielder Anionde amuse to Buffalo of the Internaticeal Lelaue to make room
for first iiimeman Tim Harkness on
their roster Harkness had been on
the disabled hit since May 30 ie.mute of an injured shoulder.

•

EXPECTING - Mrs- allin't
Finkbine, 31, who had an
abortion
publicized world
wide In 1962 because she unknowingly had taken a childdeforming drug, confirmed
at her borne in Phoenix.
Ariz., that she is expecting
another baby next leilinary.

•
•

•
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' !‘i I
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IT'S SEARS FOR

Complete Tire -Service
SE,NRS
IP

I•

• ..14

•IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
•INSTALLATION
•LOW CATALOG PRICE

•
aa. J

'SP
ECI
AL
20% Off on all
B-134? GRILLS

25% Off on
BASEBALL GLOVES
20% Off on Presto - PRESSURE CANNERS
10%-Off on - - LAWN CHAIRS & CHAISES

see otir

plit in

-r

2.USED FREEZERS. . . PRICED TO MOVE!!

Most popular sizes in stock, ready to go.
We mount and balance your new tires at a
very low cost. All work guaranteed' Buy
your new tires now. Pay for them in small
monthly installments. Ride over right now to

Au 39 AWARD MUNE* MEET FLAMING DEATH-Smoke bille -,Vi from the still smoldering tail section (top) Of a United Airlines Viscount (like one shown) which apparently
erupted into Barnes and plunged all 39 persons aboard to th, r deaths 45 miles east of
Knoxville. Tenn, in the foothills of the Great Smoky Mountasis. The plane was en route
from Philadelphia to Huntsville, Al L.

SEARS Catalog Sales Office
SouthsIde Shopping Center

Murray, Ky.

MUMMY'S
214 Main Street

Phone 753-5417
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THE TREATMENT, LADY!
Abigail Van Buren

ted

4

•

Bridal Shower Held
For Bride-Elect

Blankenship Circle
Of South Pleasant
Grove Has Meeting

Miss May Evelyn
Geurin Is Bride
Of Danny Phillips

wedaesian Slay IIssA ladies Bar Piths* 11100110011
MR be Mid at She Oahe Golf Club
St 12:40 PM. Each cos It to Wink
a covered dash. /MOE fe+BB144 *ad
beverage MB be furnished. If You
cannot gulf on this day. bring a
clash and come out and eat. Hostome are Jeanne Crlittenden sad
Jo =ha
•••

Squeeze /mon iuice on a pans*
istain,ed with inn rusk @Prod She
garment in the sun before rinsing
Hods wtli be Meagre and Mesdames
to laoilitate removal of tbentain.
C. Wayne Dime. Canted Jones,
•••
'Mn.B
Jamas I DiurAd. and
Stalk
Duet fussy leaves of African vioCharles Warner.
lets well a eon paint brush.
•••
•••

•

ISp bao6n strips in cold letter to•
help keep them flat while frying.
Put a rubber tip over the head
•
of an Wan hemmer to make a hanWs. Albeit Lee of Mardin. enterdy rubber mallet
biked with a lxneelkild ihovier for
• • •
Bide
Witham
her niece Wes. Louie*
on *Pere tp
beeswax
a
little
Put
of liesem. on Preis) July 10. A
more madly.
mem scheme of pink and white was ineite than work
•• •
asefted out In the death room.
Add actor to iced drinks with 6
A barge number of lovely.irlfte pieces of maisechino cherries frown in ice cubes.
were received.

Household Shower
Given Last Week.

Why a this leci,
The llinionary Auxiliary of the
DEAR ABBY. My bubsand gat a ways the sweetest."
117
Noah Pleemint Orem Cumberlehd
cord from the pott atfice oaken and what does one do about
JOHN PreebYterien Church will meet at
lals pat
In • candelight ceremony recent- hen tf b *anted to KEMP
The Blankenship Circle of South
the church at 7 pm.
DEAR JOHN: You'd be wise to
he
HAD
I
knew
never
bon
ofelce
beOeurui
Pleasant Grove Methodist Church ly. Mks Mary Evelyn
The Woman* Mbeicoary Socha"
culthate a taste for the fruit witha
him
I
in
asked
box,
post
office
a
Danny
me the bride se names
met Thurman July 9. U the home
of the aterocetal 91900let altavh
reach. It's as meet as
your
in
he
as,
Why
few
sucb
qoestione
Mathes at the Poplar Spnom Bapof Mrs. Jamie Rogers
the fruit at the top of the tree, will meet at the church at 7:30
Rev. Jerree Mute per- needed a punt office box.
p.m.
The program in the form of a. tist. Church.
apparently you diet really
but
much
make
didn't
blia answers
the double-rang ceremony.
• • •
enjoy reaches's
stet an the theme PreparaUon Per formed
sense so I knew be was hng eau It-you just •
daughter
only
the
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brute
The
•
••
holy
Thursday.
Old Age was presented by Mrs.
of
out
and Mrs. James In GOMM sousething. I fussily get it
'The Bunions and Professianal
Olen Rogers, Mrs. Babe Erwee at Mr
CONFIDENTIAL TO ALAN: It
groom is him thee he had met a young woThe
Murray
6
Route
.of
Wceneres Club wiE meet at the
Mimes Jean and Joan ()ow, and
Isn't necemary to blow out the
the grandam of Mr. and Mrs. man while he was away on a bust.
Miss Oarqiyn Erwin.
other fellow's candle In order to city part at II:30. A pot Wok dinner
there
He
stud
year'
trinbias
nem
Mur5.
Route
of
Kunbro
Marne
will be iterred.
your own shine brightly.,
W43 Who* seetom between than, make
The president, Inas Carolyn Fr- ray.
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'The vows were
wen. presided over the bunnies
Friday, July 17
Write to ABBY, Box
Problems?
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said
she
wea
other.
each
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on with plans being made ler a tbe alter with tan arts
id, P. E. 0. will meet for
Angeles. Cane. 90000.
Games were played and prises fall hat party and sale to be held bras A prognun of nuptael muac -nice" girl who was married, tee ; 60700. Lae
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a
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.
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pre:tined
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were won by Mrs. Franklin
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Lip to me ever unce, Abby.
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her father, wore an original street /
The Cotlege Presbyterian Chureli
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lace.
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dress
length
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single
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• was created by a boa
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Geunn
enough.
Ann
Jo
cloth
tern
was an antique lace over
bride's buffant Yee of ,bnidal net both mattered long •
cMy. July 31, at 2:30 p.m.
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The tables was centered with a floe - manta
fell from an open crown pillbox
• • •
ow
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surroundee
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She was attired in a pale blue
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cotton dress Her head piece was • she laughed and said, -Ye% Ina candlelight ceremony at the Benet
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No 19 Order
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Men Evelyn Genres, bride-elect
of Joseph Danny Phillips. was honored tent), • bridal shower at the
Wort-aria Club House
Hostesses fcr the event were Mrs.
Porter leotard. Mrs. Pioyd McClure.
and Mrs. Hoyt McClure. Greeting
the rues was Mrs Keys McCueton who presided over the guest
book
A Maar gr*V.ne of punk and white
Was used for the occasion The gift
table was overlaid with a wisilie
been cloth centered with a bride
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Blame Parents
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Shirts and Sets - -
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Mrs Paul Lynn. preadent of AO
Wemetes Amocuition of College
Church. aiuminces
Presbrierien
net program plans are complete
for the India Luncheon to be held
Wrenn July 20, in the Fellowship Hall of the Church At 12 00
noon when the guests arrive, they
will ne sntrosamed to .r-ustanis premiere in hubs by a oonistettee
hearties headed by Mrs Jack Betote . and Mrs J B Ltttieton
Mrs Jeerer Rogers will give the
trrvocation for the luncheon The
theme "India. A Land of Conti-sae
- wilt be Itilleired In a brief
from the pastor. Rev Henry
Kenzie. Young people from the
church taking part in a skit are
Jens. Johnson. Jane Belote, DelblU
Luther. Menha Hayes. Dawn and
Ricky' Horrho. Mart Hayes, BevKenny Lynn
erly Goode. se
At the dome of the program the
Setrimee Medical Offereng sill be
received and Mrs Charles Crawford will give the dedicatory prayer.
Additional features include an
exhibit of South Asian articles for
which r woriwn of the congregation
are 'shed to lend items which they
may 'en, and • White Elephant
Hale booth for whien articles are
to be donated Mrs. Leroy OunrangMin and Mrstel 0 William ard
to be in charge esf the sale booth.'
Reservations for the luncheon We
to be teiephoned to Mrs Zeffie
e Woods.
Mothers of young children mai
leave then in the church nursery.'
howner the chlidreit's INX.011 mete
stiouki be eaten before coming.

ag,..amsesygo-Harold Model
In taken Into custody by
Watery police immediately
after being releseed on
$6.000 ball in Queens. N. Y.
Charged with felonious asOWL and attempted rape.
Modell was warded off by a
switeh-blade knife wielded
by a 17-year-old secretary-.
ass was arrested and paroled
tar carrying the knife.
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"ROSE FESTIVAL'

HAND-SCREENED
PRINT BLANKETi

•

pink, yellow or blva

colosvmdched sada biadilla

u
All-Over %rot design to pretty It can doubts es
a beautiful bedspreadl background is go-witheverything white, scattered with full-blown roses
screen printed in a choice of throe key decorator colors. A blend of 94% rayon with 6%
acrylic Rams (soplably soft!) bound with 64
matching acetate satin. Easy-care beauty toot
mothproof, mildewproof, mochine washable.
colorfast. Notkallarigenic of cows*. 72* 941".

•
(t

FrMay, luly 1$
Ms tnformal mina- 'for the 10th.
11th. 13th 'roam and wane will
be had at the Calloway County
Country Club from 7:30 to 1130
p m Each member may invite one
non-member guest to the Bermuda
Hone Planning comnattee is composed of Maws and Mesdames HUI
Bo/onion. James E Mugu*, Charles
H Holm, Olken Doran.
Mullett,
flub WRPhIl hattheil.
Marl.
4, •

!Saturday. My 31
A dance with theme. Illwisiging
Cloth Bair. will be Ilekt at the OM1 1110b- rat
:
0411
9 pm to 1 am, for adult insalbers and their out of town 'inteells.
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DIAL WINTER WARMTH — FULLY
AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC BLANKET
luxurious blend of 80% rayon,
20/. cotton, shimmering nylon
binding. Easy to operate-dial
the comfort you like best. Pink,
blue, green, beige. Single Control, double sire.
Single control, twin size, jinn)

$1

.00

Dug! antro!, Jo9ble size, si2.99
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THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
WANTED
THREE PRIVATE ROOMS FOR
APARThOgNT
or
college boa With kitchen privileges E'URNISHED
Located 100 S. 13th. Phone 753-3914 house. Need by Inter part of August. Write Herbert L. Balkh, Jr..
Hannibal Center, R, D, 2, HanniNEW AIR CONDITION'ELI Ekeeping bal, New York,
J-15-P
rooms. Available now. OAS 753-8613
after 5:00 gr. on weekends.
tfnc

ice ea a'ssessint
Wt. Spinad
ii begore Analog
tl of blientaln.

of African v10Mist brush.

•

in cold water to a
S4 while frying."
) Over the head
to make a ban-

vex on tpperti t9
•
More eamily.
•
cod drhalas with 11
Ind Chergles fro-

•

KELVINATOR Refrigerator, bed
and inattrers, plattorm rocker, intrig r5001-'hitite. 2 4eot1
berie
J-.17-C
r i 34' TRAILER. GOOD Concti4on. Phone 753-6563. ,
Call 753-8819 after 5:00 or on weekCOUCH AND CHAIR $30.00 Apartends.
mem size electric rangee almost
sepaie,--,esiykes
75.
3-8590
l Elroy S
elec WHY PAY RENT, with mod' down ' new $50.00 Refrigerator, good conLe
payment and ega per month you oan Moon $'-.00. Cedar chest $25.00,
esta
-,,,--own your own Hotnatte moboe Two beds, other odd pieces, rea.50dhying -economy able. Garche Lassiter, New ConilEITOP AT JOE'S Counrty Store at Home. Luxury
curd. may be „e„ wedneedity 10,00
Model. Tennessee for all your lee, price. 38' one-bedroom $606.00. 37'
m. Phone 753-116C386
ban. tackle and picnic supplies, one-bedroom clean $1260.00. 36' 2- e. In. to 2:00 P.
when going elentputtg between the , bedroom &Auk 91505.00. 46' 2-bed-' or 436-3505.
J-lakes on Ruining Creek-TVA Camp retim $1895.00. Matthew Mobile
' ' 4-bedroom Mein, 3
'
J-15-p Horne, Highway 45 N., Mayfield,:LAKEFRONT
Ky. 347.4066
--

NOW OPEN
BELL'S
PET SHOP
lame Location As Bens TV
Service
•Tropical aad Gold 1
,
11‘
*Puppies
s•
•Parakeets
ill Hamsters
•Guinea Pigs
•Parrots
• Monkeys
SUPPLIES
To Meet All Thar
Needs
REMEDIES
For Your Pets
Mayfield Road
'Call 753-5151
J-15-C

9

AN EXTRA NICE brick home located 6 nuke, week. This la truly a
quality home and can be purchased
with any amount of acreage uri to
26 acres. See.t.lan one before you
buy It is a real bargain.
WE HAVE MANY other farms og
all aims and prices. Also, several
nice Wie-a -am building lots
in town and out.. See us fewReal EL:),,:;..te neck.
PURDOM A. THURMAN AGENCY
INC. rhone 7C-3-4451 J..thn N. Purdam. Billy P. Thurman. Frank L.
Ryan, Realtors.
J-15-0

DODSON AYE.-- 3-bectroom brick,
extia large dui. 2 baths, Large kit
SMALL FARM-38 acres, 3-bedroom , house, completely mock
,
rn,
shady "lawn, Lakefront. $16.000.
Ky -Barkley lake Realty Evelyn
V Smith Realtor. 314Ss Eat Maui,
753-6604 or 4064542.
2-16-P
•
34)11:1800M
Panelei den and
wall-to-avail carpet, near
eillege. For appointment phone 753J-16-C
3191.

LARGE BEDROOM, ;inane entrance user town. kitctven privileges
If desired. Nell Diuguid Andrus 412
S. 0th. Phone 753-4881
J-15-P

LOT IN WHITNELL ESTA If.. Rig
corner kit iii tree& This week special 2-BEDROOM unfurnished house.
$2900. Call Charles Ryan Develop- Suiteble for tab young married
meat Clo, 753-6453.
J-17-P couples $37,150 per couple plus utilities. Phone 763-2610.
2-16-0
HOUSE WITH EXTRA building lot
on side, See Red Farris or Cent SMALL FUEIND3HI2)
-vapartment.
492-3766. Located in Hazel, 2-18-C _Lights and water funsietted. Adults
only. Available now. Phone 753HIGH 141-DELrrY Record Player. 3001
J-17-C
Three speed. Good condition. II Mterested Call PL 3-6701).
--.1--17-P
CARD OF THANKS
uod
WESTINGHOUSE WASH
We wish to express our thanks
dryer. 4 months old. Leaving town, to the many wonderful neighbors
main sell. Oan See at 626 Broad Ext. and friends for their kind expresUric sions of sympathy during the recent
death of our loved -one, Mr. John
W. Dunii,
$20 00. Se' at 026 Broad Ext. then
The family wishea to extend a
special thanks to the MurMy Rescue
AT THE MOVIES
Squad and many other individuals
who partigiated in the search.
MURRAY DRIVE-IN THEATRE-.
The many beautiful floral offerEnds Tonite-"T..ke, Her, She's
ings and other kind deeds art this
Mine', Sandra Dec, Juries Stewint;
time were ZOOM deeply apprackild
Stills Thursday --3 Jerry Lewis Picthan veraiterd of Minks cest exture's. "Musa Minding The store,
-Don't Give Up The Ship", (Botts
"May each of you be equally comin Color). plus "Rock A Bye Baby",
forted in your hour of sorrow.
CAPITOL-Today thru Sotorday,
The John W Dunn Finally
"The 7 Acres Of Dr. Lao-. starring
J-16411
Eden,
Tony
Randall, Barbara
iTechnicolor ,
PEIrtI

DROP LEAP mahogany table and
61X (*mhos, Weatingthoutee 30-Inch
Range, one outride door, one inHELP WANTED
aide door and tale complete winNICE CLEAN 1900 -F.locn 4,dr dows, 1666'Ryan Ave, Phone 753-5004 tHECK-IN GIRL, mtpenenoe
Eltraight-eitick. radio and heeter.
J-15-P required. Boone theassam. J4643
- •2-13-P
Phone 752-5625,
PIT!
CabDRAWER
Steel
USED
4.
t'I'RB IrStINNEL
USED. REFRIGERATOR Kelvinat- met, 130.00: Tylievmter $35.00; Nylor. acercers o p feeestr. very good! kin Rule Regnant 15' x 6' ann LT
8'. $20,410' men.
AA 7534463.
Cell 762-008 tam, 5:00
11pplj in Person
a PAINTING AND DECORATING, oensiltkIn.
-1615-P
J-15-Cir are
--"2,̀
Call 753-4684.
AT

ACROSS
•
1.0os

• 11-Lon4- legged
bird
10- Trans.
gronion
8-Polisfeee
tit-Nova Scotia
11.Ramincatien
labbret
13-Beginning
14-Compass
15-Note of scale
point
18-13est animal
17-Perieds of
18-Sea eagle
time
it•Abstratt
SO-Naheer
being
Sheep
21 -Paddles
24-Simians
22-Cempase
85-Guido's high
point
note
23•Tell
27•Uncitlee
7111•Cover
is.
is- Break
Liquidmeasure
suddenly
es- Walk
111-Trect• for
10-Approach
money
82.Anehmt
1181•Greek letter
nitelatein
-14-0Ymb01 for
.• tellurium
instrument 34-htoadew
...1111•Cloth
37-Seindiande
1111-Period,
ef
42-Twirl
thine
44-High
35.Printer's
mountain •
vim aa•U re
44-Periods
et
40- Babylonian
time
deity
45'Ire
41-0oeans
With at least five years ex_
43'Rags
48-Lift with
perience in Methods Std. Cost
lever
47-Clothing
proAnalysis, estimating and
50-Printer's
measurer
duction control. Write MUR52-Boundary
53-Viger
RAY KENTUCKY, P. 0. BOX
(eolloq ,)
511•Turiciteli
regiment
568 Giving Qualifications."
SIN
ly
i-Conjunction

ScAm

NE4
RIMMO 30GIN MEI
WIMW43 UNP1t1W
LIU oaao Witlaa
MPf.10. 11100
UUM.7,1 ao
iA TAW:,
UMgü GlEdaia
7,P312r:: 009:1
57-Confederate
general
188-Ctilnees
112- Parini
Islands
whirlwind
$4.Symbolfor
inarlum

being

GO- A state
(abbr.)
61.Individual
63-Draw out
66-Ancient
marled
68-Rupeee
(abbr.)
117-1Otter vetsh
DOWN
I -Competent
I-Country of
Asia
SI.Parent
(rodeo.)
61,
4-Performer
0-Cut
-------sr....•gri
II-Woolen
J
_
,
fabric
i
/-ereext net
ealliakerae
prahmars
-------------"--"`

Crag

4E6 ITS
DOiS YOUR
ARM SflLL
HURT, LIJOe?

BEEN HUirtH6
ALL DAe

HRE (L)Hti
¼W LET
ME RUB IT?

WANTED

YOU STAY

AWFROM
NUE R
f

I KNOW (JOUR Ktt4D! ALL
YOU WANT 15 AN EXCUSE
TO TOUCI4 A 6tRL'5 ARA
OR "MU> HER HAND!

le000ON'T FOOL ME FOR
ONE MINUTE! YOUR iCINC,
IS EVERYDNERE!ALL YC.
THINK A8OUT 15 40=4614405
AND K.1551K9AND t4U6t4i6!

'JERRY'S
RESTAURANT
J-16-0

MIREVER HILL
WHAT .1AS 111APIENED
PP.
.
, the 'opted het eye, and
ii ,und
the ...mg aTotnati
court. i Tementbet who she was it
where she was going an the stagepassteegers told het
cow
she had heen knocked unconerviue
when net read was totted against
the -.tech with oard three Neer,'
the noeorn she wore begrime the
name Marianne. the new out the
•tase wrrrtr,. at the 1915 tontu
English -ountryside gm the an,
child it net si6it reilental tier
nags even twin, tidd Dv the ^each
man sn4 paseengers that she nail
salted to be it OW at Pennington
('rose and mad ealled the mild
Thomas tilled to sup • recollection
tete down at Pennington Cross
she vtood alone with the efitid at
an deinhabited -roesrneds Such in
the moors till struggling to *ern •rnber
end rain .ateti.
there when waterlog a village oh* did
.int ernenise a aleirily woman too..

you here; that shall continue voice was kind again. "Merely
your own altaer What I cart see contentedly ezing over -.it
Is the good you nave done my riot much mtatabien-Sir Wean
mother-that is my Ooziness, i Scott's latest. My mother 'ella
nave tong deplored _ths_ascena- me you read aloud to tier in the
ancy Martha nad obtained over evenings "
her.
"Yea, it makes a change from
"However shady your intact. playing at cards."
"Ah, cards , . ." ft se..med
dint% you cannot help but be
an Albe0Veillanebi On her. So i as U tie would have said same0
suggest that we make a Det- thing more, then lie changed
rain, you and L You will stay the subject "And talking of my
on aa my mother's companion, mother, I tear It would tie too
doing for her what you have no much to hope that she-e nen
admirably done. In exchange l thought to pay you •nething
•
shall oast no doubt on your ri for all the services you render
diculous story. Of course, if you her."
secium wish to tell me the true
Marianne colored. -Why, no.
Marianne
nest
thirrn it •rtl 9,.
reallred -lie was In hod is Hetet' one, I shall be nonoreci by your she stammered, -but tier goodItau..ver Stall beine tended by Ito confidence, and give you my ness rias been such .."
nlpt r-ea who addressed her as
wore) it snail go no further,"
"Quite so, and you are indeed
'leo. iamb
Itnathe named with are. Maul.
Sine nettl lialeffed to aim In Indebted to net for believing
(nail
II, relief
Poor, on ,!no
the silence of mounting fury your story-but I beg your pat inne•II new. nrovklrii by 'he nieeh'i
fits. forint, still etriirrieri Now, at last, came net chance don, we'll talk no mire ot that
err,
ih ir
,
ri•••01 Then Mrs. biauleser
to speak. -1 am sorry you do The fact remains that so tar as
Cr s son Mara. arrived.
not choose to believe my story.' I can see you nave been acting
MIA MEP 12
she said - And sorry, too, that at once SA companion and notoe
-comfortably In her
cannot provide you with a Keeper, net to Mention takmg
-) big arm chair. Mrs. Maio- more palatable one I am only over many of the charitable du
'verge. began to doze Presently amazed that under the ctrcurn ties in the village that she could
her head dropped rock against stances you are prepared to let
do, and, I fear, has always neg
the dark blue velvet and the be. me stay *with your mother, out lected."
nom...:0 In truth that is all ot • piece
r:
i gte
he
ralry.
rc
::rceroe
vem
g
lian
evete
Once again her face was
Mauleverer, or rather, Mari- with your general negligence of fiery hot_ "I hope you do not
seine reminded herself, Lord her. I only wish 1 was in a post think I have been taking too
tion to throw your words In your much upon myself, my lord,"
the comparatively obseere rot- teeth and leave your house to- she slid. "I promise you, what
'net where Marianne had con- night. but since my story is I nave riven has been merely
Dived to settle herself.
true -every wonl_aLf It-1 have • on the household surplus."
•
-11Can,--611 -Teirnb," 38
nowhere to go.
• "So I have 'already learned,"
-"a word with you
shall nave to continue to he said. -You must be aware
"Yes?" Sin had been °tierce- eat your
Dread, !towel/ unwill- that you have made epermes as
hig the false 'ditches In igre
ingly, out I protiuse you I will well as friends. Miss Lamb, and
Mauleverer's embroidery but
earn every tete of it--and of theiy wasted no time in corn
now laid It down on nor lap and the child's too. And I promise plainIng Of you And naye done
looked up at Mtn with wide, enyou, too, that it ever I do re- you nothing but good by- so do
quiring eyes.
-- gain my memory you shall not ing. I may add But we shall
*fills story of youra" he WO, be troubled with my support for arrange things hetter In future
'Is all very well for my mother. an instant longer than It takes First of all, you must have
and indeed you could hardly me to find my friends 11, In salary. I *lave never engaged a
have chosen one that WWI More deed. I have any friends."
housekeeper-companion before
certain to take her fancy, so
Do you think 50 pounds a year
• • •
sodden as she is witiromantlr
he would be adequate?"
report
at
the
Wank
IS
novels Rut do not exAiet me to
-Adequate,
" 'she exclaimed.
nag drown with the Bow
believe vow absurd plick of lies
"1 may nave lost my memory,
Runners
had-gone
deep
Street
,,tt that way: I warn you. I ant
my lord. but not nay senses. It
with her. There had always, be'
•
-,Jome forearmed.
is absurdly 'avian."
fore,
cern
the
hope
that
whineWrote
mother
"So 90011 till my
"1 do' wisn you will stop callwhere she was mourned and
me of _.eur 'romantic arriver I
ing me 'my lord,' he said irrit._
*searched tor. Now me nee taken
with
Bow
the
cesdakillal
ably, the scar once more white
iltunner,'No one of your ap- even that from her.
In-an angrily flushed face. -Has
-7 am sorry you take It thus." not my mother told you that I
pearane - or the child's -heel
been reported misstng. It Is ab- His face which had warmed do not mean to accept the
'surd to suggest that either of somewhat as he urged her to title?"
you could have vanished with- confide In him was now a chill
"Not accept the title! Het
out some enquiries being trade. mask. "I would hrtve felt happier surely you cannot help your.
You Know as well as I do that U we could have reached some'
?"
you are no servant girl. flow- better understanding, you and 1,
'That Is what I mean to find
want
It.,
this
in
how
you
ever carefully you may disglite but If
out. I have sent my disclaimer,
yourself as one"-fin expressive 210 be it. My offer still rands. already to the College of Arms
As
for
earning
your
bread-1
wiltglance summed up her now
and to the House of Lords, am.,
Ing cotton dress-"ann the chill, am no fool, Miss Lamb, however must await their decision. All
negligent
you
may
think
me.
I
reporti
an
all
too, though by
those years I nave worked for
ill-conditioned brat and deplor- day. seen for myself all you the Reform of Parliament with
ably spoiled, clearly has good have done in this house-and tn the idea that then, at last, I
the village too. No one I met as shoold he able tolichieve a seat
blood In him.
absence rove more than 1 Mete thnnintil but was full of in the House that I need not
yours, must have caused' corn your Nooses. Indeed. 1 confi- blush to own.
to meet some
"And now.avehen victory As In
m, ent if this had not been a put- dently expected
t up lob of sonic. kind I tell you. flat-failed sister of charity. sight, I am frustrated like thin.
rather than a bad young Orr That poor little tsay-1 never
1 I came here intending to send
romping In my tiny.met him-but heaven knows I
you pr,rking without delay, tait
what 1 have seen today has ,"I' was not romping!" she have cause enoughto lament his
, made me change my. mind. I stopped, aware 07 a hopeless loss unlucky death. Of course my
•
mother cannot linderstand."
do not care what deviiiiin rea- of dignity.
"Of course you were hot." His
(To p• Costumed Monday)
sons of your own have brought
100‘.'
,
1

ED
EL
-*

uble at

s roses
Jecoroa
dh 6%
with 6"
rty toes
ishoble.
X 90%,

14

'.051

Fotme

MW"
s,,rayed
f
Joerm
farm on Murray R!.. 5. II found
please contact Murray Liventock
0o.
3-111411

I CANNOT WAIT!
TURN THE TRUCK
OVER MID aEAR
OUR WAY.'

YES,
COMRADE
COAVALS5AR

WHITE FACE BULL CALF. 500 lin.
Strayed from H. L Cherry farm in
ritVarl communsty. Call PL 4-$426,
J-17-P
11/6 101CI

af rt

CI`

TYPIST available for full or part
time work, also inurthand. MOM
753-6463.

my Ernie Bushntiller

NANCY

aceSAwe
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DON'T
KNOW---I LIKE
MOST OF THEM

•
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ABRIE AN' SLATS

T GOT ANOTHER IDEA ti
100 FIGURE THAT GOO:REV'S
REAM T'MAKE A
DEAL ?

WELL,HE'S GOT A HATE
ON FOR YOU, ABBIE, BECAUSE
YOU TURNED HIM DOWN
COLD WHEN HE
PROPOSED T' YOU
WAY BACK WHEN.
KEERECT
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. - give varying Wyoming and is an expert at twirliWitortan Justin MultYr. the Ohris- , Alexandrian
thin philosopher. and Ongen, the accounts Some say Jesus was born ing a Mono. He also is a flying add
-in a atalale - some say in a cave. bouang puthiaaltuat loves
The lob of archeology is to eearch climbing and drove sa, racing ear.
Biblical accounts, try to find
sources of informatian,,explore and
excavate."
ICentinund Frees. Page One)
lion that the clop was better qua))Dr Finegan tells of the mystery
fled that the Democratic party to
surrounding the city of Capernaum.
Dewey. Scott. and Rocke- imauntarn peace and prosperity and
-Capernaum was the center of
feller will take second baling in
t3 protect equal rights for all AmerJesus work but there is no city'
GOP couricas to new faces who
He attacked the DOIMOCTA t
by. that MIMIC." he says. "How can
will rise to Wad' with the
. Archeology
NEW vORIS ill
''‘'‘"' ,for deficd. spending government
we firid it? The Bible gives clues
candidate
paterzillism and tnineeessary en- a sailockaa ac se of the mast inIts locationaand excavation has
*The pant.y-aplitaing fight ovecr the largernent of the ter:Rift& govern- thaw** saw:aeries. of the &aperevealed the ruins of an ancient
prat-form came after a sena/nen:al ment
urea. ciesorchng :o a Cahfccma prosynagogue. the very place where
display of unity when the convenEisenhower's &pert ii came after fessor at religion.
Jesus taught and worked."
.
greeted form President Da ight Sen Thruston B. , Morzon of KenPAI014TY-11/AI00MP
Dr Jack Fineitan, of the Pacific
Dr. Finegan (Jack Is his name,
•-• ''D.
D. Eisenhower, who was natrunated tacky was installed as permanent
School of Religion. Berkeley. has
nut a nickname) and his wife have
tor his second term in 1956 in the convention'chairman Morton dea
token to the air Sundays on NBC.
spent many years tracing the tra- Pune Cow Place where the- 1064 r mounted the Democraias handling TV's -Frontier, of Faith" program
vels of rJohn and Jesus recorded in
ectrweirition is sitsang
I, Of domestic and foreign affairs and ato,demorstrate his' theory, shosving
the Script ures.
His longest applause carna_alien the *one of the biggest bundles ot
excavation scenes. art-facts • and
From the time he was a student
'42e told. the delegates to ignore ad- dirty :Ulm that's c--ime out of Wash- maps illustrating the work of
at Drake University's Cellege of the
;vice from outsiders including col- ingtorrlir thfi'clantaira "
1,scienusis *'ho have thrown new
liable until he received his master's
luxnrusts and commentators.
•
"I am kelt ,and tred of Amen- light on obscure pil&S,1g 03 of abe i
degree in theology at the Colgate
He also urged them to go away cans being gickid in the teeth in
;1
Divinity School, Dr.
Bible
•
Rochester
Irani the convention as a unified tkiluthesat Asia. in South .Amencs,
Finegan had wondered about dif-Archeology." says Dr Finegan.;
Party and not to drown theraselves i in Earope whileaa fumbling.,Inunbfering interpretations at New TesVICTIM OF MOB—Rabbi Arpuzzle. with
"in a whirlpool of fat-has:18S strife !ling bunch of party, hacks in the "a like a huge licsayi
thur Lelyveld. 51, Cleveland.
tament events offered by historians
a piece of a wall, a fragment Of;
arid divisive ambitions '
1White House tries to imitate statesOhio, tells bow be was atand theoiogians.After studying arstone, a pie-ce of pottery and ass
_a Eisenhower assured the woven- town," he said.
tacked by angry whites in
cheology at the University of Berineirrapaien. Put them together and
Hattiesburg. Miss. Two other
lin, he. was deternuned to adopt a
they tell an exact story.
civil rights workers, also enscientific approach to Bible history.
'The Gospel. according balAillia
gaged in Negro voter regtsDr sFanagan was bani in Des
tells of Jeitais' birth ana how he
tration, also were beaten.
Moines. lois., raised on a ranch in
grew up. But Jasephus, the ally
7
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Unlocking Mysteries

'SHAI02 SLAVES'141kr LIKE
10 PLAY it toOL!"

WINDOW
,FAN
' WINDOWAINS coot:was_

-ix

BRINGING AIR FROND/lin
-BY CIRCULATING AIR INN( ROOMS
THUS EVAPORATING MOISTURE ON SKIN

Tics

WANTIIN 1011

Satre—

*•

•

eea

was back in action effectively In May and'
Jane, 1S64. After having been on sick leave
and in the bad graces of President Davis,
1862-63. and then 'relegated to a minor command in the Carolinas, Pierre G. 'I'. Beauregard was sent to the Department of Virginia
to supercede George E. Pickett.
As mentioned here earlier (No. 421), while
Meade's Army of Potomac was undergoing
ease...ann of bloody reverses in May
the U. S. Grant-directed effort to reach
Richnutftti from the north of the James, Maj.
Gen. Ben Butler was striking with the 40.000
-, men of the newly cc.nstauted Army of the
' Jame; toward Richmond from the south
side of the river.
Butler reached a key position 15 miles
from Richmond, and only about eight miles

.F140TOG1AP1111 NAND IN 30-FOOT FAU—Sarn
veteran phalli:replier for United Press-International traured
when he fell about 30 feet from • ramp while taking photos
at San Francisco International Airport, is rushed to an
ambulance. Hs underwent two hours of surgery at Peninsula Hospital to Burlingame,
.

V.9.1'/3

WV_Dri

PO/.3 o

_

.e4

t

=lap

P SERVICE NOW AVA/LABLE

from Petersburg. Beauregacd was faced
with his toughest job in the war in stopping
Butler. He wrested a victory at Drewry's
Bluff, May 15-17. Butler was enabled to get
away in a rainstorm, but found himself in
a bottle at the place called Bermuda Huntired. This was at once corked up with a
Confederate earthwork such as had forestalled Grant at Spotsylvania. but Butler
was able, subsequently, to link up with Grant
as Lee had anticipated [see message here].
Grant's next move with Meade's army
met still More costly resistance at Cold Harbor, where he had been anticipated again by
Confederates dug in as before. Line after
line okmen were seal-against infantry and
artillery firing at very short range, and
thousands of men fell in minutes. One unit,
Pith Massachusetts Regiment, had 70 per
cent casualties.
Grant was made to
realize he w a s up
against a new kind of
warfare. His tactics
changed. His next battle. at Petersburg, became prolonged siege;
like Vicksburg.

_ Sit uaattifict

e,

Ar. cti&

(1.14144_ —
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111:30 A.M. to !WO P.M. — 4:'l41 P.M. tw
MONDAV through SATURDAY

%IS

1.173
DtatrIbute4 by King Features

Message scrawled by
Gait. it. F.. Lee to Gea.,
P. T. Beauregard on •
crucial day, "11 you
cannot determine what
troops you can spare
the Dept cannot. The
result of your delay,
will be disaster. Butler's troupe will be with
Grant tomorrow."

EXTRA_
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imam oR"wows)

CAUTION-UNPLUG WHEN CLEANING
SCREEN,CURTIUNS,FURNITURE AND SERVICING CLOSE WINDOW
LOWER EFFICENCT OF FAN 7 WHEN IT'S TOO C.OLO,RAINY OR WINDY
Ye.••••Wil ea ••••

US CHOICE

lb. 69c

CHESTNUT at lOth
Open 7 a.m. - 9 p.m.
SHORT MRS
Of

REELFOOT

LARD

•

Beef

4-Lb. Ctn.

1-9
WILDERNESS

BLUE PLATT
SALAD

Dressing "COFFEE:. Cherry
PIE FILLING
I-Lb.. 5-01.

Quart

1-Lb. Irda

29c

691
MATCHLESS -

FRESH
HOME GROWN
('Hl('KEN

syndicate

BREAST Tomatoes WEINERS
491

•

c SALE!

FANS MATT PUSH NOT AIR OUT,
OR(V DRAW FRESH AIR INSIDE

A SECURE.TIGHT FIT IS MIPORTANT

Round Steak

The War for the-Union 196145 hi Pictures
The Confederate hero rif•Fort
No.425 .Sumter
and Bull Run hi 18.61,

•
•

Abine Prices Good Through Tuesday, July 21st

R

—

Ouantity Purchases Limited

ITEMS BELOW ARE OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICES -s: 1,TEST - half

ICE CREAM 63! IcECREAM49
.

StALTEST s IGA

Man Gates

VAN CAMP. - 11-016 Cu

Pork&BEANS 2:27c
GERBER STRAINED

Jar

HALF GALLON

BABY FOOD 9c PUREX
natis
DogFoodli 21c Liquid

37c
33c

LUX -.Regular Site

Regular Prics43*
BUY ONE LOAF ATIREGULAR
PRICE — GET SECOND'LOAF

intim scorr -

This Means 21/4-Lb. Loaf

—

;^

For Total

Quart

_33c Orange Drio' k 294C
TOWELS
EV41111(141.6 JOWLS 3$1.
TENDER SMOKED

3-LB. CAN

•

WAGNER'S
200 Count

OLD FASHION CHUNK

Snowdrift 59c BOLOGNA 296
TIDE
65c Pineapple 29c
GIANT

IGA CRUSHED - No. 2 Can

OFFER 'GRID FRIDAY, SATURDAY, MONDAY, ONLY!!

REIIEMDEK . . . At Jim Adams IGA, the Green You Save' h--Long Crispy Green!
Yes Sir, IC; the Total On The Tape That Counts!

a

•

j

•

'

a

••••-•

'I.

